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Abstract. The last years have been marked by the attempts to approach the management discipline from a
new, innovative perspective, in accordance with the present times, marked by complex challenges and highly
increased competition. Given the importance and impact of scientific advances and also the explosion of
research in the field of neuroscience, management had to be redefined and its critical variables had to be
analyzed from a different perspective. An interdisciplinary vision was needed to enable future researches
and explanations of the decision-making processes, leadership practices, change management, innovation,
creativity, human resources performance, engagement of people and emotions. Literature review has been
made, from the classical management theories and models, the historical concepts of man, to the new, full
of perspectives spectrum of neuroscience, brain functioning and, its infinite potential, that opened new
horizons, uncovered resources and tools to face the realities of the new business world. The main purpose
of this article is to overview the transition from management to neuromanagement, from leadership to
neuroleadership, the role and impact of these concepts on the holistic approach of management science.
This evolution allows not only the confirmation of a set of assumptions but also access to a wide range of
knowledge, with multiple possibilities of applications in organizational management and opens avenues for
future researches.
Keywords: Neuromanagement, neuroleadership, neuroscience, brain activity, emotions, technology,
performance.

Introduction
Management researchers have the mission to discover new horizons. The management activity, as
we have known it so far, has supported its functioning in theories, models, and tools of ‘external
application’ (Braidot, 2008, p.27), management models that have been previously thought,
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reflected and applied later. At the moment, however, the management discipline needs new
resources and tools to face the realities of the business world.
Global economic trends and the digital revolution have stimulated the organizational and
entrepreneurial environment, transforming it into an extremely complex and increasingly
competitive ecosystem. All organizations are facing challenges and trying to discover or maintain
their competitive advantages, to improve organizational performance. Given the importance and PICBE | 1047
impact of scientific progress and digitization, management had to be redefined, and its variables
had to be analyzed from a different perspective. An interdisciplinary vision was needed to enable
the research and explanation of the decision-making processes and the development of strategic
plans, which would lead to the performance of the organizations.
This new approach is called Neuromanagement, being the challenge of the new millennium
and opening the horizon of new possibilities, a new world to be explored and discovered. The
association of the discipline with the term ‘neuro’ indicates that the discipline is not completely
new, but the difference is in the approach and the tools used in its analysis, developed due to
increase of effervescence in neuroscience research and progress of technology.
The brain has become the most important platform for the generation, development and
implementation of new interdisciplinary management tools of organizations and opens new
perspectives that are not outside of us, but inside, in the infinite potential of the brain, in the neural
circuits that nourish all our decisions (Braidot, 2008). The broad spectrum of neuroscience is a
major topic in recent years and a continuously challenge for many researchers. This science is
analyzing the functioning of the nervous system as a whole. In order to strengthen the research of
this discipline, neuroscience experts must think from the molecular level to the human behavioral
level. Important progress in neuroscience, information and discoveries about the brain and neural
processes, open important perspectives for the future.
The vast arena of neuroscience and its applications, facilitated the transition, evolution from
economics, management, leadership and marketing to neuroeconomics, neuromanagement,
neuroleadership and neuromarketing which allows the access to a broad spectrum of knowledge,
that confirms or denies hypothesis and assumptions, with various possibilities of application in
organizational management.

Literature review
The Neuro concept. Overview.
The ‘neuro’ concept, applied in the economic, management and business area, developed rapidly,
given the volume of research conducted by scientists and researchers. The concept of
neuroeconomics is now definitively established as part of economics, being officially used in 2004
(Glimcher et al., 2008). The neuroeconomics has developed from the awareness that due to the
dynamism of the technological development of the last years, we can analyze the part that defines
the human nature, the brain and we can extract information and images, which generate important
discoveries, insights regarding new perspectives on human behavior, that can reform the existing
opinion on the economy and economic interactions. Neuroeconomics represents the science of
human behavior involved in economic decision making process, applying the insights,
methodology and perspectives from neuroscience (Camerer et al., 2004; Camerer et al., 2005;
Glimcher et al., 2008). Due to the evolution of research in neuroscience, new disciplines have
developed in the latest years, such as neuromarketing, neuromanagement and neuroleadership,
neurofinance, neurocoaching, neurostrategy and neurocommunication.
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The initial approach in the development of the ‘neuro’ concept, applied in the economic
and management field had, as a starting point, the outline of the new perspective of man, in the
context of the historical evolution of its development, which allows us to understand the current
position we are in today and how the future evolution of economic thinking can be influenced in
the future. Research in neuroscience have also influenced the definition of human nature, the
concept of man, the vision on the human being and their motivations. Historically, we can identify PICBE | 1048
four distinct stages of human perception: homo economicus - the economic man, homo sociologus
– the social man, self-actualising man - the man with self-actualisation needs and complex man
and also a fifth developing phase, brain directed man.
The concept of homo economicus, was first used by critics of Mill's works on political
economy (Persky, 1995), in which he mentioned that man is a being who wishes to possess fortune
(Mill, 1848). ‘The respect for own interest’ represents the moment that marked the development of
the modern figure of homo economicus (Smith, 1904, p.238). Taylor's theories were based on the
hypothesis that man was interested only in economic advantage and could only be motivated by
financial means (Taylor, 1911). The movement of human relations (Bruce, 2006), brought the
employee into the foreground, being recognized as a social being and the importance of
interpersonal relations in the workplace was stated. The man had become a social being that
responds to social stimuli, and the employee was now a social machine. The man with needs for
self-actualisation follows his own system of self-development, seeks to satisfy his higher needs and
to become a better human being. This was strongly determined by the work of Maslow and the
Pyramid, the schematic representation of his work (Maslow, 1943). The complex man can be
attributed to the work of Schein, who analyzed previous perspectives about man: the "nature of
human nature" (Schein, 1980, p.4). The complex man is constantly changing; he can learn and will
change his behavior depending on the current situation and the environment, can change
motivations in the short term depending on external circumstances (Lieberman, 1956). Kahneman's
work also addresses a more irrational and flexible model of human nature (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979).
Therefore, the historical concept of man and his motives are reformed by science, and the
brain directed man phase is being shaped. The brain is the subject of daily research, in a variety of
contexts, and this rich and extensive research has generated ideas that offer a concrete
understanding of human behaviors such as: the brain generates the human behavior, emotions are
the drivers of human behavior, basic human needs are essential for employee satisfaction,
behaviors create brain circuits, the human basic needs are at the core of the interaction of human
behaviors and the environment. The results of the researches become indispensable to
organizations and management (Ghadiri et al., 2013).
The Brain. The central element in neuroscience.
The brain plays the fundamental role in neuroscience. The brain is a complex system, with billions
of neurons and brain cells, which are connected to each other in different regions and formations.
Although biologically we are talking about five brain regions, the three-layer model, the triune
brain - Triune Model - is the most popular (MacLean, 1990). The three brain theory has grouped
different formations of the brain into regions that perform particular tasks: the reptilian brain, the
limbic system and the neocortex. According to the model, the three brains are relatively
independent and interconnected, depending on their age and the importance of their functions for
the survival of the human beings.
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From the evolutionary perspective, the reptilian brain is the oldest structure of the brain that
performs the basic and most important functions that ensure the immediate survival. The limbic
system is the emotional mechanism of our brain that processes a broad spectrum of emotions
(Bruce & Braford, 2009; Isaacson et al., 2001;LeDoux, 1996; Ploog, 1980). The study of the system
of emotions, originated in the research conducted by Paul Broca in 1878 (Schiller, 1990). The
linkage between amygdala and neocortex represents the center of cooperation and struggles PICBE | 1049
agreements between thought and feeling, head and heart (Goleman, 1995). Complex behaviors,
such as emotion, do not settle in one region of the brain, but in the conjunction of different areas.
(Davidson et al., 2000). The neocortex represents the most recent structure in the evolution of the
human brain and is responsible for the most complex and refined functions. In MacLean's opinion,
the neocortex is the symbol of the rationality of our nervous system, which allowed the emergence
of systematic, logical thinking, which exists independently of the emotions and behaviors
programmed by human genetics. Neocortex is considered the crowning glory of brain evolution.
The last years have been marked by an increased effervescence in the neuroscience
research, given the development of imaging technology that has allowed the analysis of the nervous
system, brain and mental processes. The most relevant insights for neuromanagement and
neuroleadership are brain plasticity, the reward system and mirror neurons.
Plasticity is the brain's ability to continuously develop, retrieve and reform its connections,
functions and determines brain development and all learning processes, being the center of learning
and memory (Shaw & McEachern, 2001; Kolb & Whishaw, 1998). Emotions play an essential role
in change processes (Rolls, 2001). The activation of the reward system in the brain, can stimulate
mechanisms that can significantly improve the learning process, the formation of habits and
positive, constructive emotions in the brain (Nakatani et al., 2009). The reward system is a complex
connection of brain regions, the system that generates positive feelings, through the dopamine
system - the "happiness hormone" of the brain (Arias-Carrio et al., 2010). According to researchers,
reward and pleasure have a wide range of complex connections and associations (Kringelbach &
Berridge, 2009). Mirror neurons, "neurons that shaped civilization", represent that network of
neurons in the brain that reflect others actions and show that we are interconnected at a level that
was not believed to be possible (Ramachandran, 2009). Mirror neurons are instrumental in learning
processes, and also in reading and recognizing emotions and empathy. We are connected to the
world around us and live by the actions, emotions and intentions we perceive (Rizzolatti & FabbriDestro, 2010). Mirror neurons are neurons that help us connect with each other and facilitate interbrain synchronization throughout social interaction (Dumas et al., 2010).
The brain is a complex structure and the spectrum of variations in human behavior
represents an endless ocean of subtle differences (Ghadiri et al., 2013). This represents a real
challenge in trying to find clear answers about human behavior, in any context, but, specifically,
in the context of professional activity and business management. It is imperative to know which
are the basic human needs, from the point of view of neuroscience and how they influence
subsequent motivational behaviors and interaction with the world around us.
Grawe formulated a unified theory of basic needs of human beings and motivational
schemes (Grawe, 2006), based on Epstein's cognitive-experimental theory, which presents the four
basic needs, the core of human nature (Epstein & Weiner, 2003). This basic needs model is of
particular relevance in neuromanagement and neuroleadership, since in the management and
leadership contexts we deal with people, their ability to be motivated, to perform and to get
involved in professional activity, and if we can understand how the human mind works and the
basis of human interactions, then we can understand where to apply the point of leverage. This is
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related to three knowledge fields and their dynamics (Bratianu & Bejinaru, 2019; Bratianu &
Bejinaru; 2020).
There are four fundamental human needs: attachment, guidance and control, respect and
self-esteem, pleasure and avoidance of pain, that are closely linked and the satisfaction of one of
them will influence the others (Bowlby et al., 1992;Cast & Burke, 2002;Gyurak et al., 2011).
PICBE | 1050

Neuromanagement and Neuroleadeship. Conceptualization and contextualization.
Management is considered a ‘liberal art’. It is an art, because management means practice and
application, and also liberal, because management considers the fundamentals of knowledge, selfknowledge, wisdom and leadership (Drucker, 1988). Progress in social neuroscience and
neuromanagement, have generated new knowledge that can be used by organizational leaders to
better coordinate the teams they work with, to communicate more efficiently, to perform.
Evolution means change, and this demands the development of flexibility, adaptability,
integrity, dynamics and vision. The changes that take place at the global level require organizations
to develop new strategies to cope with the current challenges.
The concept of Neuromanagement was first conceptualized by Qingguo Ma, director of the
Neuromanagement Laboratory of Zhejiang University specialized in researching the
micromechanics of management activities, in an interdisciplinary field that integrates management
science, economics and cognitive neuroscience (Ma & Wang, 2006). Neuroeconomist Paul J. Zak
used the term Neuromanagement to describe how neuroscience findings can be used to create
organizational cultures that motivate employees, cultivate trust, positive experiences, and generate
a high level of organizational performance (Zak, 2004).
Neuromanagement is a scientific approach of management, which explores the managerial,
economic and behavioral processes, from the perspective of the brain's activity and the way it
reacts, of the mental processes. Neuromanagement is a subdiscipline of neuroscience and aims to
explore the activities of the human brain and mental processes when people face management
situations, using cognitive neuroscience, in conjunction with other scientific disciplines and
technology, to analyze economic and managerial issues. Research in the field of neuromanagement
concerns research areas such as decision-making neuroscience, which offers a new perspective and
new insights into human decision-making and general social behaviors, and how they impact
management and economic processes.
The first formal paper in neuromanagement was published in 2001 in the Journal Neuron
(Breiter et al., 2001). This represented the efforts of the collaboration between Breiter, Shizgal and
Kahneman, who combined the theory of the psychological perspective of the decision-making
process (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) and brain scanning, an experiment that demonstrated certain
assumptions about the activation of the brain involved in the decision-making process. Camerer,
Loewenstein and Prelec published Neuromanagement: How neuroscience can inform management
(Camerer et al.,2005).
As long as an organization works with people, we have to deal with emotions, and these
emotions will influence the results of the company to a lesser or greater extent. By facilitating
access to neuromanagement information and the practical application of discoveries, ideas,
organizations can manage how these emotions affect the results and activity of organizations. With
the support of the latest brain research and studies, people can understand the challenges and causes
that affect their emotional state, attitude and mood, reactions to stress and change, and can learn
techniques to effectively manage emotions and uncertainty, to perform at a higher level.
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Neuromanagement is designed around the way the human brain is structured and its
functions, for a better management of oneself and others, in order to obtain a superior performance,
for generating the involvement, motivation, collaboration and communication relationships. Unlike
traditional management methods that try to use reason and authority to control people's behaviors
and results, through strict discipline and rules, neuromanagement acts through emotions, respect,
involvement and motivation. Neuromanagement is designed to connect with the emotional brain PICBE | 1051
of people, to create social connections, to build trust and to connect with the motivational factors
of human beings. The principles of neuromanagement are designed to use internal motivations and
reward systems to achieve superior performance, to make decisions and to solve problems more
efficiently and to obtain positive emotions, for the benefit of organizations, employees and
management. Neuromanagement is a science applied to real problems in organizations.
Neuromanagement can be defined as an interdisciplinary, developing field that uses
neuroimaging techniques to identify the neural substrates associated with decisions about people,
human resources and associated behaviors, in organizational activity (Zak, 2004).
Neuroscience is one of the areas of research that has experienced an accelerated
development in contemporary science. Neuroleadership refers to the application of findings in the
field of neuroscience, in the field of leadership (Lafferty & Alford, 2010). The term
neuroleadership was patented by David Rock, in 2006, in the American publication Strategy +
Business, through The Neuroscience of Leadership.
Neuroleadership is a relatively recent field of study, based on the scientific study of the
brain and mental processes, with the aim of improving quality, developing leadership and targeting
four leadership activities: how leaders make decisions and solve problems, how they manage their
emotions, collaborating with others and facilitating change (Rock, 2006). Neuroleadership focuses
on the application of neuroscience in leadership development, management training, education and
change management consulting and how the concept of neuroleadership can improve management
practices, change management, innovation, creativity and employee involvement (Schaufenbuel,
2014). Neuroleadership is based on neuroscience and considers how the concept and results of
research can be applied in the broad field of management. The main areas they target are making
decisions, trust, self-management, social interaction, collaboration, influence, strategy,
organizational behavior.
In most organizations, efficient decision-making processes are considered to have a rational
foundation. Neuroleadership opens the perspective for change and the paradigm shift, exploring
how emotions are involved in decision making. Our whole body is connected to the brain, and
understanding how it works is certainly extremely useful to better understand human behavior. The
general principles behind which the brain works, according to neuroscience research, indicate the
following: the brain is a structured organ, is focused on survival, it likes the rewards, the
unconscious is much stronger than the conscious side, the emotions are an integral part of the brain,
the experiences drive our behavior, the brain behaves logically inside, which may seem illogical
on the outside. All this supports the development of more effective strategies to perform.
According to David Rock, neuroleadership represents a developing field that links
neuroscientific knowledge with leadership, management, change management, consulting and
coaching (Rock, 2006). Ringleb and Rock clarifies the importance of understanding the role of
neuroscience in a variety of leadership characteristics, for improving collaboration, managing
emotions, influence, and facilitating change (Ringleb & Rock, 2008). Neuroleadership goes beyond
theory, in order to incorporate the fundamental principles based on how the brain works, which
underlie the success or failure of any leadership style and its behavior, allowing for in-depth
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knowledge and efficient implementation. Neuroleadership, unlike many leadership theories, allows
for a holistic approach, with an impact on employees, partners, but mainly on one's own.
Neuroleadership research will continue to organize and disseminate neuroscience
discoveries applicable to effective leadership practice and support leaders, practitioners, in personal
development and leadership efforts. David Rock mentions that by decoding the way the brain
works, we can describe mental, behavioral and relational experiences, in order to increase PICBE | 1052
performance (Rock, 2006).
The neuroscience applied in management and leadership represents a relatively recently
developed theme, but there is already an important number of approaches, with direct applicability
at organizational and management level, relevant to leadership and business management.
David Rock's SCARF model is based on the fact that, in general, the brain is focused on
sustaining and increasing rewards and avoiding negative actions and experiences (Rock, 2008).
Focusing on reward and avoiding negative experiences develops different behaviors and
motivations in the workplace. The model targets five such categories, as follows: status, certainty,
autonomy, relatedness, fairness.
The Herrmann Brain Dominance Instrument was built following research conducted in the
1970s, especially the concept of lateralization of the brain (Sperry, 1961; Gazzaniga, 1998;
Gazzaniga, 2005). The instrument places the participants in four categories: rational, experimental,
safety-based and sentiment-based, defining four ways of thinking based on a regional
representation of the brain: left, right, up and down.
Huther's research, the architect of the Supportive Leadership model, addresses various
organizational issues that are needed for a work environment that supports performance, and also
what qualities a true leader should support for their people which develops the potential of its
subordinates, instead of using authority and repression. Huther offers a set of rules for designing a
neurobiologically appropriate work environment that will facilitate the development of
organizational performance (Huther, 2009), as follows: creating new challenges, knowledge
network within the organization, develop a positive culture of error, create space for positive
experiences.
Elger defines four basic systems at the brain level: the reward system, the emotional system,
the memory system and the decision-making system (Elger, 2009). Elger developed seven basic
principles of neuroleadership: the reward system, correctness and feedback, influence through
information, each brain is unique, actions are generated by emotions, experience defines behavior,
situational dynamics.
Pillay is one of the researchers in neuroscience, with an important contribution in
neuromanagement and neuroleadership, related to self-control and fear control or how the brain
works in certain situations (Pillay, 2010). He provides details related to brain functioning in
professional life and addresses issues such as: positive and negative thinking, social intelligence
and effective relationships, innovation and intuitive, formation of action oriented ideas, area
formation of actions oriented towards change, training certain regions of the brain and mental
processes (Pillay, 2011).
The digital era places us in a context characterized by the complexity of new globally
scenarios and the progress made in the field of neuroscience is an extraordinary tool for thinking
and designing new forms of management and leadership in this new context.

Conclusion
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The current context is marked by an extremely complex and dynamic economic reality, felt on all
levels of activity. Organizational performance is directly influenced by organizational management
and the levers identified to stimulate people's behaviors in order to generate individual performance
and thus, global performance.
The evolution of the new brain imaging technologies in the last years, has stimulated the
research in neuromanagement by analyzing the mental processes and the functioning of the brain PICBE | 1053
and its connection with the broad spectrum of decision-making processes. Certainly, the coming
years will fundamentally reform the way we think, reflect and model the decision-making process,
in all its aspects.
Given the progress made in all areas of activity, without innovation, reformation of
economic and management theories, the future challenges that the companies will have to face,
will not be solved. The economic mechanisms can only be changed by ideas, innovative concepts,
which generate new economic paradigms. The identification of new approaches to organizational
management has become an imperative necessity for the performance of organizations at national
and international level. Organizations need visionary, flexible and adaptable management and
leadership, reforming the way they make decisions, new efficient methods to activate, an
organizational culture in which the employee and his emotions are in the foreground, to create a
solid system of communication and innovation, in order to be able to elaborate optimal solutions
to the complex problems that they face.
Applying the fundamental knowledge of neuroscience in the activity of an organization, in
business, means a real progress in improving the organizational performance. By helping people
better understand what's going on in their brain and giving them practical ideas and approaches
that can help them deal more effectively with people at all levels of an organization,
neuromanagement is capable of creating lasting change at the organizational level.
Neuromanagement is a new management approach, designed to clarify the functioning of
the human being, its brain and its behaviors in different professional situations and to facilitate its
reaching the maximum potential. In this regard, the knowledge of the new techniques of
neuroscientific study is mandatory, in order to open new, scientifically sound perspectives, which
will facilitate the prior testing and validation of the good management practices. The use of the
findings in the field of neuromanagement and neuroleadership is necessary in the extremely
dynamic and competitive organizational scene, considering their positive influence on both the
individual performance and the overall organizational performance.
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